TRBOnet™.

Task #1
1 Start
2 Complete

JOB TICKETING

for MOTOTRBO™

The best for Motorola SL Series

Job Ticketing is the integrated ticketing system
which allows Dispatchers to create, assign and track job
tickets through the radio network. Jobs can be
accepted, declined and finished by the subscriber units
by one-button-click or by sending a predefined text
message. Job statuses are customizable and can be
adapted for the customer’s business.

Completed: 80

In Progress: 82

Rejected: 21

Job Ticketing is the solution for hotels, transportation,
emergency services and other mission-critical
enterprises.

New: 35

Overview

Benefits

TRBOnet Job Ticketing enables 'Job Ticketing'
feature for MOTOTRBO SL radio users. Workers get
an extremely easy control of their tasks with a
simple predefined responses menu while the
Management gets a very effective and
user-friendly tool to control business processes.
Dispatcher creates a New Ticket or a ticket based
on an existing one in TRBOnet Job Ticketing
Module. A radio user receives a task which is
displayed in the MOTOTRBO Job Tickets menu
(SL radios only)
The user can simply accept or reject the assigned
ticket by using the standard menu options (Quick
Reply for full display radios)
The user just sends "Complete" message to the
Dispatcher when job is done. TRBOnet tracks the
status of all tickets in real time and notifies a
dispatcher if a ticket is about to be overdue.
The Management will always know who is working
and on what, when the dead-line is and how long
the job actually took.

Improves business processes
Automates job workflow to employees
Reduces voice traffic, system usage and reaction time
Maximum visibility on jobs.

Key Features
Available on SL radios and all full display radios
Real-time job tickets tracking
Job templates
Scheduled jobs (coming soon)
Task control panel
Management Dashboard
Job tracking against a deadline

Supported Equipment
MOTOTRBO SL Series
MOTOTRBO DP 360X

THE BEST

MOTOTRBO DP 480X
MOTOTRBO XPR 7550
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MOTOTRBO XPR 6550
MOTOTRBO DGP 6150(+)

System Diagram
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System Requirements
Platform
32-bit or 64-bit Pentium IV or compatible processor

Operating System
Windows 7 Home Premium

Memory
minimum 2 GB

Database
MS SQL Server 2000/2005/2008 Express Edition
or higher

Hard Disk Space
Minimum 50 MB of disk space for a full installation
Additional hard disk space is required for
audio recordings

Additional Devices
Sound card, microphone, headphones

For Sales and Support contact your local TRBOnet dealer
or visit www.trbonet.com for a complete list of dealers in your area.
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